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If your 2020 plans provide a trip to National Parks, the National Park Service announced five dates in 2020 that this week you will be able to visit those parks for free. Free park days apply to all 111 paid national parks in the United States, including Arches National Park, Bryce Canyon National Park, Crater Lake and Grand Canyon. Input fees
typically range from $15 per car to $35 per car for most parks. Free days for 2020 will be:• 20 January (Martin Luther King, Jr. Day)• 18 April (first day of the National Park Week)• 25 August (anniversary of the National Park Service)•26 September (National Public Land Day)•11 November (Veteran Day)If you travel on a budget, free days can make
those trips a little more convenient. That said, free days are also often very popular, so if you go on a free day you should be ready to be visiting next to the masses. I went on a road trip with some friends earlier this year. If you're planning a trip that involves more people and more parks, I suggest you dig an annual National Park pass. An annual pass
is $80 and will get all your car of people in for 365 days. Especially if you are planning to hit some of those $35 parks throughout the year, it can make things much more convenient. Each step can also have two owners at the same time, so you can share the cost with a friend who also has a National Park trip in their plans and save even more. Friday,
November 16 is the National Day of Fast Food. While equally a little too close for comfort for Thanksgiving for all of us, the day, as most of the other compound holiday, comes with a pretty healthy amount of freebies that is worth taking advantage. In general, fast food is not always the healthiest food out there, but sometimes a road trip or busy If you
are out and about looking for lunch or even just a snack today, here is where you can mark some offers. It is worth noting: a lot of these deals last through the weekend or more, so if you play your cards right you can probably take advantage of some of them. Do you know about a deal we didn't mention? Tell us in the comments! Burger KingBurger
King is offering a lot of offers through its mobile app from today and running through November 18. The bargains include a BOGO Whopper, $5 Whopper Meal, $5 Crispy Chicken Meal, $5 Whopper Jr. Meal for two, and a $3 double Cheeseburger meal, among others. To mark any of the offers you will need Burger King mobile app installed on your
phone. Pizza HutPizza Hut customers can get two items from the restaurant menu for $5 each. TheInclude an average 1-topping pizza, 8 panate wings, tuscan pasta, stuffed garlic knots, a double jaw order, Cinnabon Mini Rolls, Ultimate Hershey chocolate biscuit. Fast food is not great for you, but certainly it has a good taste. This chart has recipes
for thirteen ... Read more Jack in Boxsign up for Jack in the Box A newsletter a A free middle fry with the purchase of a large coke from 11/16 to 11 / 18.wendyÃ ¢ Â|SwendyÃ ¢ Â|s offers a ton of buy-one-get-one-free offers in its mobile app Starting today and until November 18th. With the app you can also get a free Junior Bacon cheeseburger (with
purchase) every day until November 23.chick-fil-achick-fil-a offers a free chicken sandwich for customers who order the restaurant through Doordash. The offer is valid until November 20th and is only available in some selected cities. You can get the offer by entering the promotional code: cfadelivery. Photo Courtesy: Element5 Digital / Unsplash In
2020, about 67% of US citizens of age under the age of 18 voted despite the Covid 19 pandemic, over 5% of the turnout at the 2016 urns. However, 67% reflects One disparity between citizens who vote regularly and citizens who have not participated in the 2020 presidential elections for one reason or other. Efforts were made both part and part to
increase the turnout at the urns, including awareness and advertising campaigns, facilitating the registration for the polls and not only. However, a change could make a big difference: making election day a federal party. Such a move, support supporters, would emphasize the importance of the vote in the country, at the same time facilitating citizens
and participation in their civic duty. Efforts to make the day of the election A national party are not a news. In the early years of the country, it was a public feast of Facto in which the residents parade in the city announcing for those who had voted. Free food, like spice cake, was common. George Washington has even supplied 158 liters of alcohol to
voters in a presumably wild election of Virginia. Fashion shows and celebrations continued for decades, until 1900, and, more importantly, there are evidence that considering the event as a party may have increased the turnout at the polls. According to the Washington Post, from 1840 to 1896, the 80% of eligible voters participated in the elections.
Photo Courtesy: Wikimedia Commons In recent years, the legislators at the federal level have reflected what to do to create the party at national level. In 2019, the Democrats in the Chamber of Representatives have proposed a law that would have made it a reality, but the bill has not passed. While united declares still has to make election day a
national party, other countries have. Israel and South Korea recorded turnout rates of about 76% and 78% respectively in 2015 and 2017. Furthermore, in 2020, South Korea has made news with a turnout at 66% urns to the elections Parliamentarians, despite much of the country was blocked due to the coronavirus. Photo Courtesy: Wikimedia
Commons in other parts of the world, Mexico and France made the day of the election a national holiday. Their participation rates each was about 66% in 2012 and 68% 68% in 2017 respectively. Although the fact that the election day is a national holiday may have increased turnout in these countries, it is not the only factor that has contributed to it.
In many of these countries, the process of registration of voters is much easier than in the United States. In South Korea, for example, citizens are automatically registered to vote without having to go through a formal registration procedure. The same goes for Israel. Similarly, some countries which made their elections a federal party made the vote
compulsory. Australia is one of these cases, and 79% of the population in voting age participated in the countries of 2017. If the election day became a national holiday, it would prove that the vote is really a right, so it is worth putting aside other things, and not a privilege. Twenty states allow employers to dismiss you for taking free time to vote,
while others only provide a limited time to vote, and often at the expense of pay. A holiday would ensure that low-income voters, in particular, should not risk their means of subsistence to vote. Photo Courtesy: Arnaud Jaegers/Unsplash A holiday on the day of the elections could also create support for other movements and suffrage proposals. The
vote by mail is a main candidate. The convenience and ease of voting from home, and at a time when it is not in conflict with work, family life or other obligations, would almost certainly increase turnout at the polls. The movement to grant the right to vote to prisoners and ex-cons could also receive an impetus. Demonstrating that Americans deserve
the opportunity to vote independently of their work (and consequently their economic status), it may result that Americans still deserve to have a voice in their country, even if they have temporarily lost the right to leave in public. If on the one hand there are many positive aspects in creating a new national holiday, on the other there are also some
negative aspects. Adding a new national holiday is not necessarily cost-free, as it would reduce overall economic activity. To deal with this, many day election party supporters suggest that replace Veterans Day or Columbus Day. In this case, there would be no extra day with reduced trade, but the advantages of taking a free day to vote would remain.
Photo Courtesy: Wikimedia Commons/Lars Ploughmann Some opponents also fear that an increase in low income voters, including more black people, would increase support for the Democratic Party. President Donald Trump said so much in early April 2020, and other Republican legislators expressed similar opinions. Also, a partyIt’s not the only
way to increase voter turnout, and focusing on creating a national holiday may diminish other approaches. For example, countries with the highest turnout rates tend to make it easier to register voters and vote more easily than the United States. Voter participation in government is essential for a functioning democracy, but there is no easy way to
That target. In the end, however, a federal election day holiday could help strengthen faith and commitment to America as a nation, and it is in line with American history. In addition, a clear majority of Americans support the move – according to a survey by the Pew Research Center, 59% of Republicans and Republican Independents, as well as 71%
of Democrats and Democratic-backed Independents support the move. Anyway, maybe we can bring back the spice cake, celebratory beer and vows our ancestors appreciated! Photo courtesy: Elliot Stallion / Instock from National Donut Day to World Emoji Day to National Leave the office First day, there is no shortage of fake vacations created for
marketing purposes. While many of these days have their perks (who don’t like a day centered on donuts?), many of these holidays don’t relate to your business. When you try to take advantage of these holidays, it’s important to understand the identity of your company and not force anything. SOULING these national days can provide content for your
social media marketing team, but missing out on irrelevant days can make your company look desperate for attention. Your company needs to find days that apply specifically to your transaction. There are a handful of days, however, that many small businesses can exploit into new activities or positive attention. Service note: Looking for information
on social media management services? Use the questionnaire below and our supplier partners will contact you to provide you with the necessary information: 5. National Donut Day, the first Friday of JuneLooking Back to National Donut Day 2016, several brands without a direct connection with donuts took part in the celebrations. This is a day when
your company can show its voice and identity. If you have a fun and relaxed corporate culture, do something like Google did using donuts to explain your brand. If your organization is more serious, buy your personal donuts for the day and post a photo to social media of your team enjoying the food. Customers want to interact with brands that can
connect. Shining a light on your team, you’ll appear nicer and customers appreciate working with relatable relationships people.4. The National Friendship Day, the first Sunday of August day is harder to use for marketing than the National Donut Day. While it’s not easy to find a way to relate National Friendship Day to your company, when it’s done
properly, this day can be an amazing opportunity to generate engagement on social media. You can go the path of good food based in Kentucky. Use the day to promote your products and make the people of what you are selling.credit: good foods Co-Opyour business can take a page from playing a nba team and share a photo, video or gif of
relationships between your personal members. Customers enjoy the opportunity to get a look behind the scenes to the people who perform your operation. credit: newPelicanspeto used the day as a reason to publish an adorable photo of a lizard. While this post has not been designed to sell a product directly, it still encouraged involvement and used a
day designed for marketing.Credit: Petco Animal Supplies Inc.ther are endless ways to use the National Friendship Day for purposes Advertising. With proper planning and execution, this day becomes perfect for generating social media involvement. International Coffee Day, September 29 as the National Donut Day, the day of international coffee
offers your business to involve customers regardless of your sector. If your customers ever wait in your store waiting to complete their purchase, take into account the offer of free coffee on the day of the international coffee. You can advertise the promotion on social media to spread the word and draw an increase in traffic to your store. The small
gesture can take a long way to the generation of customer fidelity. In 2014, Charmin became creative on social media and made a slightly raw joke that had people on social media talking. For a brand that sells something ordinary as a toilet paper, generating commitment is not easy. With a creative joke on social media, the company has generated
buzz.credit: Procter & Gamble2. Black Friday, Friday after thanksgiving huge days of sale for retailers, Black Friday reports the beginning of the Christmas shopping season. With people looking for offers and discounts, important companies like Best Buy Slash prices on the articles hoping to sell huge quantities of products. Many of these large
companies find the success of Black Friday, but this does not mean that your small and medium-sized business fails to see a push in sales. "I always produce a separate holiday collection released a day or two before the Black Friday people have a sense of urgency in buying as much as possible because the supplies of products are limited," said Misha
Kaura, a fashion designer. "For example, I had a 250% increase in the orders of Last Black Friday alone partially due to Instagram." While your smallest business will probably not generate advertising excitement that a company like Best Buy or Amazon could still offer different discounts on the elements that can serve as good holiday gifts. Advertise
advertising your discounts on social media and emphasizes the value of coming to a local company with smaller crazy. By emphasizing the importance of a more personal touch, you can take advantage of the Black Friday and set up your business for our national day n. 1 for advertising .1. Small business Saturday, Saturday after thanksgiving
thanksgiving Friday and Small Business Saturday do not have the same hint invented as a national friendship day, the days were still developed exclusively for marketing purposes. First recognized in 2010 thanks to the efforts from American Express, small business Saturday gives business small businesses the possibility of fighting against the main
companies that thrive Black Friday and Cyber Monday. Glossy for businesses, black friday and e Business Saturday do not require creatively to make a direct connection per day. If you are a small business, you are immediately connected to Small Business Saturday. To get the most out of the day, companies should visit the Small Business website
Saturday put together by American Express. Visiting this page in advance will give your company the opportunity to plan the event and develop social media campaigns to engage customers and increase sales. When it comes to taking advantage of national days, there are two important tips that brands should keep in mind. engagement in one day.
When it comes to advertising for national days, the planning process should start weeks, if not months before». I think that an important part of the ability to generate social involvement is planning," says Sophie Duncan, head of Imagine Media Consulting. « Make sure you have a plan and know when to publish the contents». Duncan, who has a
background in journalism and content creation, underlined the importance that brands understand their identity and leave the time to create advertising campaigns focused on national days. National Retail Solutions, a company that sells point-of-sales systems, provides its customers with data that can be used to help them make the most of the
business. The company provides customers with data on trends about three or six months before the time customers could be more likely to buy certain products. By providing companies using POS data systems and advice on how to manage the next national holidays or days in advance, companies are much more willing to take advantage of these
holidays to benefit from their activities. Organizations can use this data to plan social media marketing campaigns or to offer different products on a national day or traditional holiday to increase sales». We're already looking at Thanksgiving and Christmas," said Diana Stern, Director of Marketing and Sales Support at National Retail Solutions. "It is
a great deal to offer communities that we serve the ability to feel connected." Whether it's a widely celebrated party like Thanksgiving or a less traditional party like the National Day of the Chamberlain, your company must plan ahead to create the best advertising campaign. Â Stay focusedIt is essential to avoid publishing on national days if they
have no connection with your business. A pizzeria that twitta on how customers should take a slice for National Health Day doesn't make much sense. Publishing on days that do not complete your business can turn off your customers and reduce your commitment. Stayto your business and find national days that authentically connect to your
organization to include in your Â «Just because the national days abound does not mean that they are relevant," said Kelsey Demarco, a Director account at the Marketing Secret Fort Agency. Â «Do not attack you only for the good of social content. Have a strategy. Also after all, nobody likes the person to the party who speaks just to speak ".ã, Talk
about".
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